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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Tech Works Announces Vandal-Proof Nurse Call Solutions for High-Security Environments
Henderson, NV (August 6, 2018) Tech Works, a leader in specialized communication systems, announces its new
line of vandal-proof healthcare solutions that are designed to limit downtime due to system vandalism or abuse.
These rugged and specialized solutions are made to meet nurse call needs in psychiatric and mental areas of
acute-care hospitals, psychiatric clinics, mental health institutions, and prison/detention facilities. These new
solutions improve staff and patient safety as well as prevent employees in high-security environments from
having to deal with potential system malfunction caused by damage.
“We are in constant contact with our dealers about marketplace needs for both healthcare and detention. says
Mark Dundas, CEO, Tech Works. “They spoke, and we listened. Based on their insight, we are excited to launch
this new suite of vandal-proof solutions.”
“This caliber of vandal proof nurse call solutions will be a perfect fit for the specialized needs of our hospital and
clinic clients,” said Jeff Ritholtz, sales and project management, United Medical Communications Corp. “These
niche products are simple and easy to use with a perfect application for psychiatric, correctional or other areas
that need durable solutions.”
“Our detention clients have been waiting for a durable and simple nurse call solution like this,” says Bryan
Hodges, Vice President, IcoTech. “The system’s price point and features are just what the detention market
needs.”
In addition to durability, this line of nurse call solutions makes staff jobs easier and allows them to select
preferred notification and call methods. Staff can ask for back-up in an emergency and create customized,
integrated management reports to keep up with compliance requirements.
About Tech Works
Focused on the mission, "make specialized communication easy," Tech Works creates flexible and simple
healthcare communications solutions to meet and grow with the needs of your facility. These cost-effective
solutions allow clinics, medical practices, laboratories, small healthcare facilities, and detention facilities the
ability to easily manage their workflow, communicate more efficiently, and create simple reports to improve
their patient care. More information on these solutions can be found at www.tech4people.com.
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